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Media Industry and 
Communication Channels

Communication between sender and receiver is bound 
to certain media channels.
Communication as an economic offering is provided 
by different industries (e.g. television or mobile).
Different media industries developed specific 
business models.
Different media industries are competing for the 
monetary budget of communication partners as well 
as attention of customers.
Technological convergence intensifies such 
competition as different media offerings become 
fungible services.



Components of Business Models

• Which revenues can be generated 
from which revenue sources?

• What are applicable revenue 
models?

• How is the division of labour 
organised?

• In which alignments of the value 
chain is utility generated?
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(3) Value
Proposition

• Which utility is offered to a 
company’s partners and customers?

• What are the benefits for partners 
interacting with the company?
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ARPU
~25 €

Revenue share ~15%Revenue share ~85%

Market size 2003: 24 billion €

Revenue share ~1.5%

Penetration rate was 78.3% at the end of 2003
M-Commerce share on overall revenue is marginal
UMTS licence costs: 334€/subscr. – 1.627€/subscr.



Current Business Model 
Approach for M-Commerce

A Mobile Network Operator offers its customers
portals as a navigation concept to mobile services.
Direct revenue model applies two revenue sources:

– Mobile data (mobile Internet Service Providing)
– M-Commerce services (provisioned by Service Providers)

Problems with a direct revenue model:
– Limited communication budget (53 € average monthly 

budget for German households)
– Problems with services 

where customers cannot 
map charges to 
value obtained 
(e.g. advertising, 
CRM etc.)
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Television Market
in Germany

Different revenue models in use
– subscription based and pay-per-view
– transaction based
– advertising based (dominating with ~80% of market size)

Indirect revenue models in line with technical 
conditions of broadcasting networks
Advertising market 2002: 20.1 billion € with Internet 
advertising as the only
increasing media TV
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Nokia, Philips, Universal and Vodafone 
joined force in Berlin Broadcast Mobile 
Convergence Project (BMCO)
Pilot project started this summer,
pilot in UK starts spring 2005
High bandwidth (~10Mbit/s per 
channel)
“Mobile MHP” for interactivity
Established advertising based
business model
TV industry closer to content
Devices available soon
(e.g. Nokia 7700)

Digital Video Broadcasting for 
Handhelds – Convergence Starts!
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A New M-Commerce Offering

Mobile Network Operators have an existing customer 
relationship with ~80% of the population.
Mobile Network Operators sell described potential 
customer contacts (attention) obtained through the 
mobile portal to Service Providers.
Reasonable as most Service Providers already perform 
marketing communication targeting at higher revenues.
Eliminates data transmission 
costs for mobile customers
while transferring them
to marketing costs for 
Service Providers. 
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Situation Dependency

Mobile network allows determination of
– identity and
– position of the user as well as
– time of usage.

Information can be extended by using databases
and is delivered as situation description to Service Providers.
Sample result: „Customer is 30 years old, student, in Oslo 
downtown, at work...“

Mobile Network Op.

Service
Providerservice.comservice.com

Situation
description
<XML...>

...
</XML>

When?

Who?

Where?



Semantic Description of
Mobile Usage Situations

Semantic Web offers concepts and technologies to 
formally define and automatically interpret worlds 
of discourse and its semantics
Description logic as formalism with available calculus 
to affirm the truth of statements (rules)
Allows distributed usage and expansion of 
knowledge about the (mobile) customer

When?

Who?

Where?



Situation Description Using the 
Resource Description Framework

Situation description as 
part of “Assertional Box”
Link to a defined ontology
(“Terminological Box”)
Relies on identity and 
position determined by the 
network and information 
provided by the customer
Initially includes only 
attributes that do not allow 
identification of customers
Customer can decide to 
reveal other attributes to 
certain Service Providers.



Developing a Mobile 
Service Marketplace 

Extending mobile portals by adding free-of-charge 
(no data transmission costs) mobile services
Provided by companies (Service Providers) in private 
customer markets, (ideally) with geo-related 
offerings (e.g. banks, restaurants, retailers etc.)
Definition of target customers applying an ontology 
provided by the Mobile Network Operator
Implementation as Dedicated Advertiser Location 
(DAL): Company offers mobile site (advertising, 
promotions, couponing, loyalty programs etc.)
Implementation as sponsored service: Consuming a 
mobile advertising media clip (spot, small application 
etc.) before getting access to a requested service
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Outlook

Developing a prototype to demonstrate the business 
model by applying Semantic Web concepts and 
technologies
Modelling an ontology for M-Commerce and mobile 
service usage (time, place, user etc.)
Further cooperation with media agencies for 
developing mobile marketing scenarios and to 
determine willingness to pay of advertising companies
Affirming the overall economic reasonability of the 
business model by deducing advantages for 
Customers, Mobile Network Operators and Service 
Providers from economic theory



Thank you for your
attention!

stefan.figge@m-lehrstuhl.de


